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Well dispersed particles are critical for the optimal performance of automated particle analysis by scanning 

electron microscopy with energy dispersive spectrometry (“APA by SEM/EDS”). An ideal preparation 

eliminates aggregation, provides uniform particle density and provides separation of at least one particle 

diameter between particles. Many naïve preparation methods however form agglomerates or evaporative 

rings.  An optimum preparation method manipulates the samples as little as possible, prevents any changes 

(morphology or chemistry such as oxidation state), doesn’t lose critical particles and evenly distributes 

the particles. 

 

Three different single element oxide particles, molybdenum oxide (MoO3), magnesium oxide (MgO), and 

germanium oxide (GeO2) were studied using three different preparation methods. The particles were 

filtered and sieved to isolate particles with diameters from 1 µm to 14 µm on a polycarbonate filter. We 

used three very different preparation methods: 1) a minimal preparation method in which particles were 

tapped from the filter onto a carbon planchet; 2) a more standard method in which the particles were 

sonicated in heptane and the particle-liquid mixture dispersed onto a carbon planchet; and 3) an ashing 

method in which the filter was ashed, the resulting ash was dissolved in heptane which was dispersed on 

a carbon planchet. Ashing is known to change the oxidations state and morphology of some particle types 

but has the benefit of ensuring that no particles remain attached to the filter. 

 

To measure the effectiveness of the preparation, the samples were analysed on a TESCAN MIRA-31 using 

the SEMantics APA by SEM/EDS automation toolkit [1].  Secondary and backscatter images were 

collected from each field-of-view and each field of view was analyzed under automation to locate, size 

and elementally analyze each distinct particle. The field images were manually examined to qualitatively 

determine the extent of aggregation. The dispersion of the particles was quantified by determining each 

particle’s nearest neighbor and summarizing these values as a cumulative distribution function (CDF) 

showing the fraction of the particles with nearest neighbor separation less than a distance x. 

 

The data showed that the tapped preparations produced many agglomerates as shown in Figure 1. The 

automated analysis routines were not able to segregate the particles in the agglomerates so the CDF is not 

an accurate representation of the particle dispersion.  To segregate the particles, more sophisticated image 

processing algorithms would be necessary.  Even then, it would be difficult to accurately size and 

elementally analyze the resulting particles.  In addition, it is hard to control the quantity of particles 

transferred in tapped preparations which may result in overly heavy loadings. 

 

The quantity of particles in methods 2 and 3 could be controlled by selecting suitably sized pieces of filter 

and adding a few drops of heptane solvent.  Sonicating the solvent mixture separated the particles.  The 
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use of a low polarity solvent minimized charging related aggregation.  However, care must be taken to 

ensure that spurious particles are not introduced during the more complex preparation process.  

Preparation of blanks allowed us to identify silicate particles which were probably introduced from the 

glass pipette and iron particles from the tools.  Figure 2 shows maps of these two different preparation 

methods. Even though the dispersed mount had more particles than the ashed mount, it has less than the 

tapped mount. It would be easy to add fewer drops of the heptane and disperse fewer particles. 

 

The first 100 particles on each preparation were manually searched to check for conglomerates. For the 

ashed and sonicated portions, there were 10-20 of the particles that were conglomerated, usually in groups 

of 2 or 3. For the tapped portions, it was much higher. For the GeO2 particles, about half were in 

conglomerates, for the MgO, it was about 30% and for the MoO3, it was about a third with larger 

conglomerates [2]. 
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Figure 1.  Representative SE image (256 µm FOV) of one of the more denser regions of tapped GeO2 

particles and the map of the mount showing the first 10,000 particles.  

     
 

Figure 2.  Partial maps of the Ashed and Dispersed Mounts (first 10,000 particles) of the MoO3 

preparations.   


